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I am Kaushik Kumar Mitra, a software developer with four years of 
professional experience at Innoraft, a company that provides web and 
mobile solutions. 

My main expertise lies in developing backend applications using Drupal, a 
popular content management system. I also have some basic skills in 
frontend development, such as HTML, CSS and JavaScript, React. 



I hold a Bachelor of Technology degree from Budge Budge Institute of 
Technologies, an engineering college affiliated to Maulana Abul Kalam Azad 
University of Technology.

Jan, 2020 - March, 2024
Innoraft Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

 Sound knowledge in Drupal 8, 9, 10 and PHP as a programming 
language

 Used GIT as a version control system and Github for code hosting
 Developed software following the architecture of MVC and Object 

oriented programming
 Used Drupal as a headless CMS, where we have exposed Content 

added in Drupal with various REST APIs and on the Front end React was 
being used for showing the data.

 Also have knowledge on User authentication with OAuth
 Followed coding standards when writing code, and used tools such as 

`phpcs` & `phpcbf` for maintaining coding standards
 Used docker/lando and local development for drupal websites
 Knowledge of Javascript for drupal frontend. 

LTTS Tech Tadka

Technogy Used: Drupal 8, React



Overview



Have used Drupal as a headless CMS on the backend for LTTS Tech Tadka. 
Created various REST API routes with Drupal controller. Used Microsoft 
OAUTH to log people in. 


 Drupa
 PH
 Reac
 Javascrip
 SCSS, CS
 HTM
 MySQ
 Git

Technologies Used



Roles & Responsibilitie

 Drupal was used the backend, and ReactJs was used on the frontend. 
Created various REST API Endpoints for the client ReactJS to handle

 Used Postman for documenting the API Endpoints
 Used OAUTH for user authentication, used Microsoft OAUTH 

authentication to log users from Microsoft accounts.




Javelin

Technogy Used: Migration project from Drupal 7 to  Drupal 9



Overview



Javelin Strategy & Research, part of the Escalent family, helps its clients 
make informed decisions in a digital financial world.



Roles & Responsibilitie

 Worked on the migration of the site from drupal 7 to drupal 9. Used csv 
for data migration

 Worked on the architecture for admin dashboard on drupal 9 site.




Cummins

Technogy Used: Drupal 8



Overview



Worked on the drupal multisite with Cummins SSA. Communicated with 
clients for giving several demos and getting proper requirements.



Roles & Responsibilitie

 I was the sole developer in this project, and handled architecting 
solutions for all of the requirements

 The project was deployed on Acquia, so I have used Acquia for handling 
deployment.





HCLTech

Technogy Used: Drupal 10



Overview



HCLTech, part of HCL enterprise, the global technology company. I have 
worked here solely on drupal BE with other developers.



Roles & Responsibilitie

 Have worked on and architected solutions for various dashboards for 
the admin to extract webform submission results

 Worked on the webforms, and updated drupal CMS fields for making 
better UI for the content team

 Worked on solutions architecting components for content editors to add 
site content with ease and without any knowledge of HTML.



Education

BTech (in Computer Science & Engineering) 2020

2016

2014

Higher Secondary Education

Secondary Education (Madhyamik)

Degree Year


